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CONTINUA IN WHICH ONLY SEMI-APOSYNDETIC
SUBCONTINUA SEPARATE

LELAND E ROGERS

E. J. Vought has characterized hereditarily locally con-
nected compact metric continua as those which are hereditarily
aposyndetic, and (subsequently) as those which are aposyndetic
and have only aposyndetic separating subcontinua. Also,
Vought characterized hereditarily locally connected, cyclically
connected compact metric continua as those having no cut
point and separated only by aposyndetic subcontinua. In this
paper it is shown that similar characterizations can be obtained
when a larger class of subcontinua are allowed to separate,
namely those which are semi-aposyndetic.

A continuum is a nondegenerate closed connected set. If x and
y are points of the continuum M, we say that M is aposyndetic at
x with respect to y if there exists a subcontinuum HczM — {y} con-
taining x in its interior. The continuum M is aposyndetic at x if
M is aposyndetic at x with respect to each point of M — {x}. If M
is aposyndetic at each point xeM, then we say that M is aposyndetic.
If x and y are points of a continuum M, then M is semi-aposyndetic
at {x, y} if M is aposyndetic at one (at least) of x and y with respect
to the other. If M is semi-aposyndetic at each 2-point subset, then
we say that M is semi-aposyndetic. Thus every aposyndetic continuum
must be semi-aposyndetic. But the converse does not hold, indeed,
M may be aposyndetic at none of its points yet still be semi-aposyndetic,
as shown in the example below. A set D separates M if M — D is
not connected, and a point z cuts M if there exist points x, y e M — [z]
such that every subcontinuum of M containing both x and y also
contains z. A continuum M is cyclically connected if each pair of
points of M are contained in a simple closed curve in M. A property
(e.g., locally connected, aposyndetic, or semi-aposyndetic) of a continuum
M is hereditary if each subcontinuum of M has that property.

The notion of semi-aposyndesis has recently been shown to be
useful in the study of ^-mutual aposyndesis in the Cartesian products
of continua [8]. Also, C. L. Hagopian has a number of results con-
cerning semi-aposyndetic plane continua [2; 3; 4], the most interesting
being that non-separating semi-aposyndetic plane continua are arcwise-
connected [3]. That semi-aposyndesis is weaker than aposyndesis is
evident: the cone over any regular Hausdorff space S is semi-aposyndetic
[8, p. 240] but clearly not always aposyndetic.

EXAMPLE. A compact planar semi-aposyndetic continuum which
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is aposyndetic at none of its points. Let K be a cone over the Cantor
set C (built in [0, 1]), i.e. [0, l ] x C with {0} x C identified. Let B
denote the copy of [0, 1] x {0} in K. Assume that K is situated in
the plane so that B coincides with the line segment {(x, τ/3/6) | — 1/2 <̂
x ^ 1/2}, with the order on B agreeing with that of L from
(-1/2, l/T/6) to (1/2, Ί/~3/6). Let / and g denote the rotation maps
of 120° and 240° respectively. Finally, let M = K\Jf(K) U g(K),
with B\Jf(B) (J g(B) forming a triangle and the rest of M outside
this triangle. It is clear that M has the required properties.

Vought [10, p. 96] showed that hereditary aposyndesis and here-
ditary local connectedness are equivalent. Since the cone over the
Cantor set is hereditarily semi-aposyndetic, it is clear that his result
does not hold when hereditary aposyndesis is replaced by hereditary
semi-aposyndesis. However, in the event that the continuum is
aposyndetic, such a substitution does work. It should be noted that
the proofs of Theorems 2, 3, and 4 are patterned in general after those
of Vought's in [9].

First we extract a result from [8, p. 242]:

LEMMA 1. Let M be a compact metric semi-aposyndetic continuum.
If M is irreducible between two points, then M is an arc.

Another useful and well-known result is

LEMMA 2. Let x be a point of a compact metric continuum M
such that M is aposyndetic at each point of M — {x} with respect to
x. Then x cuts in M if and only if x separates in M.

THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact metric continuum. Then M is
hereditarily locally connected if and only if M is aposyndetic and
hereditarily semi-aposyndetic.

Proof. Suppose that M is not hereditarily locally connected. Then
[11, p. 18] there exist disjoint subcontinua d, C2 converging to a
subcontinuum C disjoint from each d. Let x and y be distinct points
of C. Let xif yι e d (for each i) such that x — lim xζ and y = lim yζ.
For each i, let Aι be an irreducible subcontinuum of d from x{ to y{.
Then by Lemma 1, each At is an arc. Let zelimAt — {x, y) [taking
a subsequence, if necessary]. By the aposyndesis of M, there exist
subcontinua H and K in M — {z} such that x e H° and yeK° (for
any set S, S° denotes the interior of S). We may assume that each
Ai meets H\J K and that no A< is contained in H (J K. Select Zi e At —
(H U K) [for each i] such that z — lim zt. Let Ai be the subarc of Ai
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which is the closure of the ^-component of At — (H\J K). Let A! =
lim A'i [taking a subsequence, if necessary]. Let w e A! — (H U K U {z}),
and let wt e AΊ (for each i) such that w = lim w4. Let Pi and g, denote
the endpoints of Al. We may assume that w{ precedes z4 in the order
that Al has from ^ to g*. For each i, let Di be the subarc of Al
defined by Di = [pi9 Zi] for odd i, and A = [ŵ , ĝ ] for even i. Finally,
let B denote the continuum C U f f U Ϊ U d J A ) * β y hypothesis, 5
must be semi-aposyndetic. However, it is easily seen that B is
aposyndetic at neither of w and z with respect to the other. This
contradiction concludes the proof of the theorem.

Bing [1, p. 499] showed that for compact metric continua in which
no subcontinuum separates, aposyndesis at a point implied local con-
nectedness at that point. Vought [9, p. 258] allowed aposyndetic sub-
continua to separate and obtained the same conclusion. When semi-
aposyndetic subcontinua are allowed to separate, we show that if M
is both aposyndetic and semi-locally-connected at x, then M is con-
nected im kleinen at x, but not necessarily locally connected at x.
Whether the "semi-locally-connected at x" is actually necessary is
unknown to the author. (Clearly semi-locally-connected at x without
aposyndetic at x is not sufficient, because of the cone over the Cantor
set.) First we prove a useful lemma.

LEMMA 3. Suppose B is a subcontinuum of the compact metric
continuum M, x is a point of M — B, and A is a subcontinuum of
M irreducible from x to B. If A\J B is semi-aposyndetic, then A is
an arc.

Proof. By Lemma 1, we need only show that A is semi-aposyndetic.
Suppose there exist distinct points w, ze A f] B. Since A U B is semi-
aposyndetic, there exists a subcontinuum H of A U B such that, say,
weH° and z 0 H. It x e H then any subcontinuum of H irreducible
from x to B would contradict the irreducibility of A. Thus x <t H.
If A — H is connected, then Cl (A — H) is a continuum missing w
but containing x and z. This contradiction implies that A — H = E (J F,
separated, with xeE. The continuum Hi) E contains both x and w.
Thus any subcontinuum of H U E irreducible from x to B would con-
tradict the irreducibility of A. Thus A f] B consists of only a single
point w.

Suppose that y, ze A such that A is not semi-aposyndetic at {y, z}.
By the semi-aposyndesis of A U B, there is a subcontinuum H of A U B
such that, say, yeH° (relative to A (J B) and z 0 H. By the choice
of y and z, it follows that Hςt A. Then H — {w} = E (J F, separated,
with y e E. Hence E U {w} is a subcontinuum of A containing y in
its interior (relative to A) and missing z. This contradiction com-
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pletes the proof.

THEOREM 2. Let M be a compact metric continuum in which
only semi-aposyndetic subcontinua separate. If M is both aposyndetic
at x and semi-locally-connected at x, then M is connected im kleinen
at x.

Proof. Suppose M is not connected im kleinen at x. Then [11,
p. 18] there exists an open set U containing x, and a sequence Cl9 C2,
of closures of distinct components of U such that xeC = lim Cif and
C Π Ci = φ (for each i).

We may assume that x is a non-separating point of ikf, since if
K is a component of M — {x}, then x is a non-separating point of
of K U {x}, and we would need only show that each K U {x} is con-
nected im kleinen at x in order to complete the proof.

Since M is semi-locally-connected at x, M is aposyndetic at each
point of M — {x} with respect to x. Hence M — U can be covered by
a collection of subcontinua missing x, and by compactness, a finite
number of these cover M — U. Then since x does not separate, by
Lemma 2 we have that x does not cut. Hence the union of this finite
collection of subcontinua is contained in a subcontinuum missing x.
Thus we may assume that M — U is connected.

We first note that if B is any subcontinuum of d irreducible
from xt to Bd U [Bd denotes boundary], then B I) (M — U) is a sepa-
rating subcontinuum of M and hence is semi-aposyndetic. Thus by
Lemma 3, each such continuum B is an arc. Now for each ί, let
pi9 qi^Ci — U [pi and qt possibly the same point] such that there are
arcs Ti and S* in (C* Π U) U {Pi) and (C< Π Z7) U {gj respectively ir-
reducible from Xi to Pi and ĝ  respectively. Let p = lim Pi and g —
limg^ (taking a subsequence of {CJΓ=i if necessary). If p = q for
each possible choice of sequences {Pi}T=i and {gJΓ=i> then M would not
be aposyndetic at x with respect to p. Hence there are sequences
{Pi}T=i and {qi}T=i such that p Φ q. For each i, let A< be an arc from
Pi to qι contained in Ti U £*; hence A; — Z7 = {p*, g j . Let A = lim A*
(taking a subsequence, if necessary), let w and £ be distinct points of A,
and let wh z{ e Ai — {pi9 g j (for each i) such that w = lim wt and z = lim zi9

We may assume that for each i, w4 precedes «4 in the order that At

has from p^ to q^ For each i, let A be the subarc of At defined by
Di — [Pi, zi\ f° r 0 (id i, and A = [w*, ĝ ] for even i. Finally, let B
denote the continuum (M — U) I) A\J {U Dt). Then 5 is not semi-
aposyndetic at {w, z) but it does separate M. This contradiction estab-
lishes the theorem.

A well-known example (see Figure 3-9 of [5, p. 113]) of a con-
tinuum which is connected im kleinen at x but not locally connected
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at x satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and hence shows that the
conclusion cannot be improved to "locally connected" as in the cases
of Bing's and Vought's results.

THEOREM 3. A compact metric continuum M is hereditarily locally
connected if and only if M is aposyndetic and each separating sub-
continuum is semi-aposyndetic.

Proof. Using Theorems 1 and 2 (and the fact that a continuum
is locally connected if it is connected im kleinen at each point), the
proof of Theorem 3 is essentially the same as Vought's proof [9, p.
259].

The final result is a "semi-aposyndetic version" of Vought's
Theorem 3 of [9, p. 260], which generalizes Bing's result [1, p. 504]
that a compact metric continuum in which no point cuts and no sub-
continuum separates must be a simple closed curve.

We first prove two lemmas.

LEMMA 4. Suppose that no point cuts in the compact metric
continuum M, x is a point of the open set UaM,Bd U is nondegen-
erate, and each subcontinuum of M irreducible from x to Bd U is an
arc. Then for each ε > 0, there exists an arc A in Cl U with end
points in Bd U such that the distance from x to A is less than e.

Proof. We shall assume that each arc S irreducible from a point
p of Uto Bd Uis ordered from p to Bd U. Furthermore, for a, be S,
S[a, b] denotes the closed interval of S from a to b; open and half-
open interval notation denote analogous subsets of S.

Let T be an arc irreducible from x to Bd U, and let b be the
point of T Π Bd U. Let Q be the set of all points yeT such that
there exists an arc S containing y and irreducible between two points
of Bd U. Since no point cuts, there exists an arc S' containing x and
intersecting Bd U — {6} but missing b. Then in T U S' there is an arc
which contains a point of T — {b} and is irreducible between b and
some other point of Bd U. Hence Q Φ 0 . Let q = gib Q. We need
only show that q = x.

Assume that q Φ x. Since q does not cut x from Bd £7, there
exists an arc D from x to Bd U missing q. Since q = gib Q, D Π
T{q, b] Φ 0 . Let y be the first point (with respect to the order on
D) of D ΓΊ T(q, b]. Let z be the last point (w.r.t. D) of D[x, y] Π T[x, q].
We may assume that D = T[x, z] U D[z, y] (J T[y, b}.

Since q is either in Q or a limit point of Q, there exists a point
we T(z, y) Π Q (possibly w = q). Thus there are arcs A and B each
from w to Bd U such that A Γι B = {w}. We may assume that w
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precedes all other points of (A U B) Π T[w.r.t. T]. If D Π B = 0 ,
then 2 G Q because of the arc ΰ U T[£, w] U D[z, δ] But since this
contradicts the fact that q = gib ζ), we have that D f] B Φ 0 . Let
v denote the first point (w.r.t. D) of D ΓΊ -B. If A Π .D[2, ̂ ] = 0 , then
2GQ because of the continuum A {J T[z, w] {J D[z, v] (J B[v, br] where
b' is the point of B Π Bd ?7. This contradiction implies that A Π
D[z, v] Φ 0 . Let p be the first point (w.r.t. D) of i n D[z, v] and
let a be the point of A f] Bd U7. Then A[p, α] U D[z, p] U T[z, w] [J B
shows that zeQ. This contradiction implies that q = x and the proof
is complete.

LEMMA 5. Suppose that M is a compact metric continuum in
which no point cuts and only semi-aposyndetic subcontinua separate.
If M is semi-aposyndetic at [x, y), then M is aposyndetic at x with
respect to y.

Proof. Assume that M is not aposyndetic at x with respect to
y. By semi-aposyndesis, there exists a subcontinuum B<zM—{x}
such that yeB°. Let C, Cl9 C2, ••• be the closures of distinct com-
ponents of M — B such that x e lim C{ c C. Using Lemmas 3 and 4,
we can construct (for each i) points p{ and qζ in B Π C* and an arc
Ai irreducible from pt to #< in d such that A< Π B = {ph q) and lim At

is non-degenerate [taking a subsequence, if necessary]. Let A = lim Ai
and select distinct points w, z e A. Let wi9 Ziβ Ai — {pi9 g j (for each
i) such that w = lim Wι and ̂  = lim ̂ . We may assume that w{ pre-
cedes ^ in the order that Ai has from p{ to gί# Let D{ be the subarc
of Ai defined by Dι = [p ,̂ «J for odd i, and D^ = [̂ ,̂ ĝ ] for even i.
Then (U A) U A U B is a subcontinuum which separates Λf but which
is not semi-aposyndetic at {w, z). This contradiction concludes the
proof of the lemma.

THEOREM 4. A compact metric continuum M is hereditarily
locally connected and cyclically connected if and only if no point cuts
in M and only semi-aposyndetic subcontinua separate M.

Proof. Since the necessity is obvious, we consider the sufficiency.
Using Theorem 3, Lemma 2, and [7, p. 138], it is clear that we need
only show that M is aposyndetic.

Suppose that x and u are points of M such that M is not aposyn-
detic at x with respect to u. Since no point cuts in M, M is both
aposyndetic and semi-locally-connected on a dense Gδ-subset Z of M
[6, p. 412]. By Theorem 2, M is connected im kleinen at each point
of Z. Let y, z e Z — {x, u}, and let H and K be disjoint subcontinua
in M — {x, u) such that y e H° and z e K°.
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Suppose that M — (H U K) is connected. Then the continuum
Cl [M — (H\J K)] is semi-aposyndetic since it separates y from z.
Hence M is semi-aposyndetic at {x, u). By Lemma 5, M is aposyndetic
at x with respect to u. This contradiction implies that M — (H U K)
is not connected.

Thus M - (H U K) = D U E, separated. One of H U D U K and
HU E [j K must be a continuum. We shall show that the other is
also. Let HU D U K be a continuum and suppose that H{J EU K =
PϋQy separated subcontinua, with HaP and KaQ.

The continuum H (J D U K is not irreducible about if U î > or else
points in D will cut P from Q. Let TΓ be a proper subcontinuum
of H{J DU K containing H U K. Suppose P Φ H and Q Φ K. Then
the three continua H U D U iζ P U ΐ^, and Q U ΫF each separate ikf
and hence are semi-aposyndetic. Also each of x and u is in the interior
of one of them. Thus their union, namely M, is semi-aposyndetic at
{x, u}. Then by Lemma 5, M is aposyndetic at x with respect to u.
Thus it cannot be the case that P Φ H and Q Φ K. We assume,
without loss of generality, that P = H. Then Q = K\J E.

In order to show that x e D, we suppose that this is not the case,
i.e., that xeE. The continuum Q is not irreducible about Ku{x}>
or else x will be cut (in M) from K by any point of E — {x}. Let
T be a proper subcontinuum of Q containing both x and K. In order
to show that Q — T is connected, we suppose that Q — T = Tt [j T2, sep-
arated. Then T U TΊ and T u Γ 2 are separating, hence semi-aposyndetic,
subcontinua. Assume that u$ T, so that ue ϊ\, say. Then Γ u ^
is aposyndetic at either (1) u with respect to x, or (2) x with respect
to ^. In the first case, it would follow immediately that M is aposyn-
detic at u with respect to x, and by Lemma 5 we would have a
contradiction. In the second case, M would be aposyndetic at x with
respect to u because of the continuum which is the union of T2, T,
and the subcontinuum of T (J 2\ missing n and containing # in its
interior (relative to TΊjTΊ). This contradiction implies that ueT.
Each of T U 7\ and Γ u Γ2 are semi-aposyndetic at {#, %}. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that there is a subcontinuum S±

of T (J Ti such that α? e S? (relative to T U TΊ) and u $ S,. Now T [J T2

cannot be aposyndetic at x with respect to u since it would follow
that M also is aposyndetic at x with respect to u. Thus there is a
subcontinuum S2 of ϊ7 U Γ2 such that t6 e S2° (relative to T U T2) and
x g S2. The continuum Γ U Si separates T U 2\ into sets A1 and JE?X

(otherwise S2 U Cl (7\ — Sx) would be a continuum with u in its interior
and missing x, and by Lemma 5 we would arrive at a contradiction).
Similarly T U S2 separates Γ U T2 into sets A2 and B2. Then Γ U ^ U
S2 U A1 U A2 is a continuum. Since it separates M, it must be semi-
aposyndetic. Thus it contains a subcontinuum S3 which, say, misses
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x and contains u in its relative interior. In a similar manner, T U
& U S2 U B1 U B2 is a semi-aposyndetic subcontinuum of M. If it con-
tains a continuum missing # and containing u in its relative interior,
then the union of that continuum with Ss will miss x and contain
u in its interior (relative to M) and by Lemma 5, we would arrive
at a contradiction. So there must be a subcontinuum S4 missing u
and containing x in its interior (relative to ΓU Sλ U S2 U i?i U B2).
Again in a similar manner, Γ U ̂  U S2 U δi U 4 2 is a continuum which
separates M and hence is semi-aposyndetic. In case this continuum
is aposyndetic at x with respect to u, then it follows that M is also.
Thus there is a subcontinuum S5 which misses x and contains u in
its relative interior. Then £3 U Sδ is a continuum missing a? and con-
taining t& in its interior (relative to M) and by Lemma 5, If is aposyn-
detic at x with respect to u. This contradiction implies that Q — T
is connected. The dense Gδ-set Z intersects Q — T, so the continuum
Cl (Q — T) is decomposable and hence can be written as the union of
two proper subcontinua X and Y. Suppose X does not intersect T.
Then x is in the interior of the continuum YD T that separates M.
It follows that M is semi-aposyndetic at {x, u}. Then by Lemma 5,
we arrive at a contradiction. Thus both X and Y must intersect T.
Each of the continua X\J T and YD T separate M and hence are
semi-aposyndetic. Using an argument similar to the one above (which
involved ΓuTΊ and Γ u T2), we arrive at a contradiction.

Since the assumption that x e E has led to a contradiction, it must
be that x e D. The set D cannot be connected, or else, Cl D is semi-
aposyndetic since it separates M, and by Lemma 5 we would have a
contradiction. Thus D = D1 U A> separated, with x £ Dx. Let A denote
the ^-component of D1 U H U K. Since D^U H\J K has at most two
components, a G i 0 . If Ka A, then A is a continuum which separates
D2 from U7, and hence is semi-aposyndetic. Then by Lemma 5, we
would arrive at a contradiction. Thus we suppose that K Π A — φ.
Then A meets H, and Cl A meets both H and iΓ. Let Όf = A U #
and £" = A Then if (J if U D' is connected while if (J JSΓ U £" is not.
However, earlier (the portion of the proof which preceded this para-
graph) we showed that x could not lie in such a part of a separation
of M — (if U K). This contradiction implies that the original supposi-
tion that H U E U K is not connected is false. Hence both H\J D I) K
and H\J E{j K are continua.

Suppose both H\J D[jK and Hi) E U K are irreducible about
if U if. Since M has no cut points, no point of D cuts any other
point of D from Hf] K in ifU-DUif. Assume that if cuts a point
d oΐ D from if in if U D U if. Since no point cuts in M and H Π Cl D
cuts the point d from if in M, then if Π Cl i) must contain more than
one point. If H n Cl D n Cl # Φ φ, then Cl Z) U Cl E is a separating,
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hence semi-aposyndetic, subcontinuum, and by Lemma 5 we have a
contradiction. Thus HnCID nC\E=φ. Consequently, ClH° f] Cl D Φ φ,
or else the continuum H (J D U K would be the union of two separated
sets Cl H° U (H Π Cl E) and K U Cl D. Next, using Lemma 5 and the
fact that the continuum Cl D U K U Cl E is the complement of H°,
it follows that H° is connected. Similarly, K° is connected. Suppose
Cl H ° contains a proper subcontinuum R which intersects both H Π Cl D
and H Π Cl E. Then the continuum Cl D U R U Cl E is semi-aposyndetic
since it separates H° — R from K°, and by Lemma 5 we reach a
contradiction. Thus C\H° is irreducible from i ϊ n C l D to HnClE.
Similarly Cl K° is irreducible from KΠ CID to Kf) Cl E. It follows
that C\K°\JGID is irreducible from Hf]G\D to iΓΠClJ?. Note
that Cl H° and Cl K ° U Cl Z> are the only two subcontinua of Λf ir-
reducible from H n Cl D to Cl #. Let aeC\H° f]C\D and let 6 e H n
Cl D — {α}. Since no point cuts in M, there exists a continuum i?
which contains 6, intersects Cl £7, and misses the point α. Then R
must contain one of the two continua Cl H° and C\K° UG\D, each
of which contains the point α. Since ag R, we have a contradiction.

Using a similar argument for the case of K cutting b in D from
H in i ϊ U D U K, we have that neither H nor if cuts the other from
any point of D in H\J Dl) K. Thus the upper semi-continuous de-
composition whose elements are points of D together with the two
sets H and K is an arc [1, p. 501]. Similarly, H U E U K can be de-
composed into an arc. Then M is aposyndetic at each point of D U E,
hence at x. This contradiction implies that one of H U D U K and
H U E U K is not irreducible about H\J K.

Let iV be a proper subcontinuum of H{j D \J K irreducible about
H{j K. Since the Gδ-set Z is dense, there exist points p and g in
D — (N U {#, }̂) and i? — {&, u} respectively at which M is connected
im kleinen. Thus there exist subcontinua Pand Q such that Pe P° c
P c Z ) — (iVU {x, n}) and qeQoaQ(zE— {x,u}. As was shown above
(with M - (H U K)), we have that M - (P U <2) = S U T, separated,
such that P U S U Q and P (J T (J Q are continua. We may assume
that Na S. Thus the continuum P U T U Q misses iSΓ (hence iJ (J if)
and therefore is contained in D U E. But since peD and ge i£, the
continuum P u T U Q intersects both parts of the separation DUE.
This impossibility implies, contrary to our initial assumption, that M
is aposyndetic at x. Thus the proof is complete.

Just as in [9, p. 262], an easy application of Theorem 4 yields the
following result due to Bing [1, p. 504]:

COROLLARY. Every compact metric continuum in which no point
cuts and no subcontinuum separates is a simple closed curve.
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